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NATIONAL NEWS
Official: 10 states to get education waiver
Associated Press
By: Staff
February 9, 2012
http://www.usatoday.com/news/education/story/2012-02-09/obama-no-child-act/53019598/1?csp=34news
 

WASHINGTON (AP) – President Obama on Thursday will free 10 states from the strict and sweeping requirements of the No
Child Left Behind law, giving leeway to states that promise to improve how they prepare and evaluate students, The Associated
Press has learned.

The first 10 states to receive the waivers are Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
Jersey, Oklahoma and Tennessee. The only state that applied for the flexibility and did not get it, New Mexico, is working with
the administration to get approval, a White House official told the AP.

The official spoke on condition of anonymity because the states had not yet been announced. A total of 28 other states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico have signaled that they, too, plan to seek waivers — a sign of just how vast the law's
burdens have become as a big deadline nears.

No Child Left Behind requires all students to be proficient in reading and math by 2014. Obama's action strips away that
fundamental requirement for those approved for flexibility, provided they offer a viable plan instead. Under the deal, the states
must show they will prepare children for college and careers, set new targets for improving achievement among all students,
reward the best performing schools and focus help on the ones doing the worst.

In September, Obama called President George W. Bush's most hyped domestic accomplishment an admirable but flawed effort
that hurt students instead of helping them. He said action was necessary because Congress failed to update the law despite
widespread bipartisan agreement that it needs fixing. Republicans have charged that by granting waivers, Obama was
overreaching his authority.

The executive action by Obama is one of his most prominent in an ongoing campaign to act on his own where Congress is
rebuffing him. No Child Left Behind was primarily designed to help the nation's poor and minority children and was passed a
decade ago with widespread bipartisan support. It has been up for renewal since 2007. But lawmakers have been stymied for
years by competing priorities, disagreements over how much of a federal role there should be in schools and, in the recent
Congress, partisan gridlock.

For all the cheers that states may have about the changes, the move also reflects the sobering reality that the United States is
not close to the law's original goal: getting children to grade level in reading and math.



Critics today say the 2014 deadline was unrealistic, the law is too rigid and led to teaching to the test, and too many schools
feel they are labeled as "failures." Under No Child Left Behind, schools that don't meet requirements for two years or longer face
increasingly tough consequences, including busing children to higher-performing schools, offering tutoring and replacing staff.

As the deadline approaches, more schools are failing to meet requirements under the law, with nearly half not doing so last
year, according to the Center on Education Policy. Center officials said that's because some states today have harder tests or
have high numbers of immigrant and low-income children, but it's also because the law requires states to raise the bar each year
for how many children must pass the test.

In states granted a waiver, students will still be tested annually. But starting this fall, schools in those states will no longer face
the same prescriptive actions spelled out under No Child Left Behind. A school's performance will also probably be labeled
differently.

The pressure will probably still be on the lowest-performing schools in states granted a waiver, but mediocre schools that aren't
failing will probably see the most changes because they will feel less pressure and have more flexibility in how they spend
federal dollars, said Michael Petrilli, vice president of the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, an education think tank.

While the president's action marks a change in education policy in America, the reach is limited. The populous states of
Pennsylvania, Texas and California are among those that have not said they will seek a waiver, although they could still do so
later.

On Tuesday, Education Secretary Arne Duncan said states without a waiver will be held to the standards of No Child Left Behind
because "it's the law of the land."

Some conservatives viewed Obama's plan not as giving more flexibility to states, but as imposing his vision on them. Rep. John
Kline, R-Minn., who chairs the House Education and Workforce Committee, said the president allowed "an arbitrary timeline" to
dictate when Congress should get the law rewritten and set a dangerous precedent by granting the education secretary
"sweeping authority to handpick winners and losers."

Duncan maintained this week that the administration "desperately" wants Congress to fix the law.

In an election year in a divided Congress, that appears unlikely to happen.

A Senate committee last fall passed a bipartisan bill to update the law, but it was opposed by the administration and did not go
before the full Senate for a vote.

Kline released a draft of a Republican-written bill to update the law, earning the ire of California Rep. George Miller, the
committee's ranking Democrat. Miller said such partisanship "means the end" to No Child Left Behind reform in this Congress.
Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, who chairs the Senate committee with jurisdiction over education, has said he believes it "would be
difficult to find a path forward" without a bipartisan bill in the House.
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Budget Cheat Sheet: What to Watch
Education Week
By: Alyson Klein
February 8, 2012
http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/campaign-k-12/2012/02/budget_cheat_sheet_what_to_wat.html

President Barack Obama is expected to release his fiscal year 2013 budget proposal on Monday. And even before the official
release, we already know some of what will be in there.

Obama already has said he'll be seeking $1 billion for a version of his Race to the Top franchise, this time for higher education.
He wants to double funding for college work-study programs, and to get $53 million for a "First in the World" fund to help
colleges scale up promising practices. And he wants $80 million for a new science and math teacher initiative. There may also
be a new competitive-grant program for teacher quality, but there aren't too many details right now of what it would look like and
how it would differ from the existing Teacher Incentive Fund.

All told, that likely means a bigger bottom-line proposal for the U.S. Department of Education, since it's unlikely that Obama will
cut programs to pay for those initiatives, said Joel Packer, the executive director of the Committee for Education Funding, a
lobbying coalition in Washington.

It's also a sure bet that the president again will include some of his ideas for K-12 policy in the budget. They're likely to include
creating a fund to reward Title I schools that get good results, consolidating smaller programs in the U.S. Department of
Education into bigger funding streams, and continuing to fund his favorite education redesign programs (Race to the Top,
Investing in Innovation, Promise Neighborhoods).



So ... will he get any of that? For those keeping score, last year the president asked for a new version of Race to the Top, just
for districts. That's coming to fruition.

But most of the rest of last year's propoals never made it to prime time. In fact, House Republicans cited Obama's proposal to
consolidate some Education Department programs as a reason to eliminate them altogether. More than a dozen of those
program, including the Even Start Family Literacy Program and Striving Readers, got the axe.

Congress is supposed to finish its spending bills by Sept. 30 each year—but almost never meets that deadline. Packer, a
veteran lobbyist, is guessing lawmakers won't make the target this year, either. In fact, he's guessing the Education
Department's budget won't be finalized until after the presidential election.

That means the fate of many of the president's propsosals could hinge on his re-election. If Obama wins another term, programs
such as i3, Race to the Top, Promise Neighborhoods, and maybe even the School Improvements Grants, are much more likely
to keep going.

And, once the presidential election is finished, lawmakers also will have to deal with another big budget issue, one that will be
hanging over everyone's heads all year: What to do about the pending cuts to education—and just about every other federal
program—that will kick in as of January 2013 if Congress doesn't act.

The planned cuts, known as "sequestration," were approved as part of a compromise in August to raise the debt ceiling.
Sequestration would mean 9 percent, across-the-board cuts all around—which would be the biggest cut to education programs
in recent history, Packer said.

"By far, the biggest threat is sequestration," he said.

(Back to top)

STATE NEWS
'Parent Trigger' Laws Gain Traction, But Slowly
Education Week
By: Sean Cavanagh
February 8, 2012
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2012/02/08/20trigger_ep.h31.html?
tkn=ZLXFIGH440ZlSvnkCAeXU9qW1VOJIVIpD1yZ&cmp=clp-edweek
State lawmakers and community activists are making a new push for "parent trigger" laws, measures that let parents vote to
convert academically struggling schools to charters or to radically restructure them in other ways.
But proponents and critics of the often-controversial, citizen-led efforts are divided on just how profound an impact those policies
are likely to have on public schools across states and districts, and about who is likely to guide overhauls of those
schools—parents themselves or outside organizations.
Opponents of proposals such as legislation recently introduced in Florida predict that they will lead to groups of parents
organizing overhauls of schools at the urging of charter school advocates and operators.
Others, however—including many backers of the parent-trigger laws—say that relatively few parents will attempt to clear the
legal and organizational obstacles necessary to bring about a school overhaul, and when they do, it will be because the
community's frustration with an underperforming school is widespread.
Predicting the power of trigger proposals in states like Florida is difficult because the concept is so new.
California approved what is believed to be the nation's first parent-trigger law in 2010. Mississippi and Texas have also approved
such laws, and Connecticut has a modified version of one. At least 12 states are considering proposals this year, according to
the National Conference of State Legislatures.
So far, however, there have been few attempts to restructure schools using the existing laws, partly because of opposition, but
also because of the time delay before the "trigger" kicks in for academically struggling schools.
The sponsor of one of the parent-trigger proposals in Florida, state Rep. Michael Bileca, a Republican, discounts the idea that
the state will see a "mass conversion to charters" if his proposal becomes law. The power of the trigger is not that it allows
parents to impose one academic solution on a school, but that it compels local district officials to take their ideas seriously, he
argues.
"If the parents have voice in the school turnaround plan, it's going to be a better turnaround plan," Mr. Bileca said in an interview.
"It gets parents engaged in the discussion and in the direction of the school."

Petition Process
Mr. Bileca's proposal would allow a majority of parents at schools that have continued to struggle after being designated for
academic turnaround to submit petitions to change the schools in a number of ways.
If a majority of parents signed a petition, the options would include shutting the school down and reopening it as a charter;
reassigning students to other schools; contracting with an outside entity to operate the school; or converting the school to a
district-managed turnaround, with a state-approved plan for improvement, according a recent version of the measure.
The local school board could select a plan for turning the school around that differed from the one chosen by the parents. But
the state school board could overrule the district board's option and choose the parents' plan, if the state board regarded the
parents' plan as more likely to be effective, according to the proposal.



The most recent version of the legislation also would require that districts notify parents when their children were assigned to
teachers with low performance ratings. That notification would also inform parents that virtual education options were available
from teachers who had been rated effective.
The debate over Florida's proposed legislation also underscores the extent to which parents—and groups that say they
represent the interests of parents—have very different views of parent triggers.
Proponents and critics of the legislation both claim to have the greatest grassroots support for their position. Mr. Bileca, who
represents part of Miami-Dade County, said he has heard from many parents who favor the idea. The national organization
StudentsFirst, founded by former District of Columbia Schools Chancellor Michelle A. Rhee, has circulated a petition asking for
supporters to press state lawmakers to approve the proposal.
"If you had a child in a persistently failing school, would you want to do something about it?" a letter accompanying the petition
says. "If you had a child whose teacher had been continuously evaluated as ineffective, would you want to know? Most, if not all,
Floridians would say 'Yes!' "
But organizations like the Florida Parent Teacher Association, which reports having at least 300,000 members, oppose the
parent-trigger legislation.
Mindy Gould, the legislation chair for the state PTA, says her organization wants parents to become more involved in demanding
strong school performance. But she says that the measure would divide communities, and that parents could be manipulated by
for-profit companies promising to make improvements to schools that they couldn't deliver.
"The bill pits parents against parents," Ms. Gould said. "Our belief is that if you want to empower parents, you have to educate
parents."

California's Experience
The parent-trigger concept gained national prominence after California lawmakers approved a measure two years ago that
allowed parents to bring about the restructuring of a school.
A group of parents in the 25,000-student Compton Unified School District organized a petition to convert their school to a charter
school. (" 'Parent Trigger' Law's Use in California Draws Controversy, National Attention," Jan. 12, 2011.)
The Compton parents' plans were met with strong opposition, and a legal battle over the validity of their effort ensued. Last year,
the California state board of education approved regulations to clarify the rules surrounding the parent-trigger process, which
have won praise from many supporters of the law as well as skeptics.
Despite the tumultuous rollout in California, lawmakers in other states have been drawn to the parent-trigger idea. But how great
an imprint those laws and proposals will leave on school policy is hard to say.
Mississippi has not yet approved any plans for school overhauls endorsed by parents, at least partly because the program is so
new that more test results are needed to determine whether academically struggling schools are eligible, said Pete Smith, a
spokesman for the state department of education.
In California, the Compton effort is in litigation, and the state has not yet approved any improvement plans crafted by parents
through the state's trigger mechanism, said Ben Austin, the executive director of Parent Revolution, a Los Angeles-based
organization that is a leading backer of parent-trigger proposals. He believes the new state regulations will help parents
interested in pursuing school overhauls.
In Indiana, state Sen. Dennis Kruse, who chairs his chamber's education committee, predicted that if the parent-trigger
legislation under consideration there became law, it would be used no more than "two or three times a year," partly because of
the difficulty of getting so many parents in a community to agree on a school overhaul.
Mr. Austin also said the idea that parent triggers would bring about widespread restructuring of schools across states is
overblown, given the obstacles. He also did not believe that most nonprofit or for-profit charter school operators were eager to
take on schools being restructured through parent-trigger laws, given the myriad challenges in turning around those schools and
the requirements that they serve a broad population of students.

Nuanced Impact
Over the coming years, Mr. Austin believes, parents are likely to pursue a more nuanced approach to restructuring schools
through trigger laws, rather than simply pressing to convert them to charter schools with outside operators.
Parents will use the trigger laws for leverage in negotiating with districts to make substantial changes to schools, which also
allow for parental oversight, Mr. Austin said. That approach is now being pushed at Desert Trails Elementary School, in
Adelanto, Calif. A group of parents there is seeking to convert the school to a "community charter," without an outside operator,
and they are trading ideas with district officials, said Mr. Austin, whose organization is helping the parents.
"The parents are using the trigger in a very sophisticated way," he said. "That is the way the movement is really going to go to
scale. Our hope is that, more often than not, the parents will use the trigger as leverage to be taken more seriously."
One of the tensions created by trigger laws is that while they require committed parents to rally behind a cause through political
activity and grassroots organizing, "the qualities you need to start a school are not based in politics," but rather sound
management, said Greg Richmond, the president of the National Association of Charter School Authorizers, in Chicago.
If parents vote to convert schools to charter status, making them independent public schools, they need to take steps to ensure
sound oversight, he said, such as establishing boards independent of operating organizations and with representation from
people experienced in law, finance, and management.
Parent triggers "are still quite rare," Mr. Richmond noted. "Everybody is trying to understand what the implications of all of this
might be, but nobody has very much experience in dealing with this."
The idea holds strong appeal for Jimella Harris, of Fort Wayne, Ind. She and others in her community hoped to convert a school
that was attended by her grandson to a charter school, an effort that did not succeed. She supports her state creating a parent-
trigger law.
"It's a tool of accountability," Ms. Harris said. Even if parents "don't know what questions to ask, or who to ask them to" about a
school, they "have plenty to say," she added. "What we learned going door to door was they all had strong feelings, and they



wanted a charter conversion."
Coverage of parent-empowerment issues is supported by a grant from the Walton Family Foundation, at
www.waltonfamilyfoundation.org.
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'Cyber' charter cap lifted by state Michigan House committee, with
restrictions on schools, enrollment
Michigan Live
By: Dave Murray
February 8, 2012
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LANSING – “Cyber” charter schools are a step closer to expanding, though a state House committee added provisions to slow
the growth of the programs, which allow students in kindergarten through high school to take all their classes online.
The bill lifting the cap was approved over the objections of Democrats, who raised concerns about the amount of profit earned by
management companies running the two existing state schools and wanted assurances of quality.
The bill, which now heads to the full state House, had the backing of all committee Republicans except Rep. Thomas Hooker of
Byron Center, who opposed the measure, and Rep. Kurt Heise of Plymouth, who passed on voting.
The committee also passed a series of parent choice bills expanding dual enrollment opportunities for high school students at
community colleges and for traditional districts to provide some instruction at parochial schools.
“These bills offer more choices to parents and students,” said Dan Quisenberry, president of the Michigan Association of Public
School Academies.
“One of the goals of charter schools is to be innovative, and there has been criticism that charters have not been innovative
enough. But virtual education is certainly innovative.”
The cyber charter bill caps the number of schools at 15 until 2013, and allows no more than 30 aschool after that. School
districts, which also offer cyber programs, cannot authorize more than one of the programs. The version that passed the state
Senate had no restrictions on the number of schools.
The House bill also caps the number of students enrolled in cyber charters statewide to half the number of students attending
Michigan’s largest district.
State law now limits enrollment to 400 students, with a requirement that the schools could add new students only if they
accepted an equal number for students returning to classes after dropping out.
Hooker said he favors the concept of cyber schools, but said state performance data is due in about three weeks and wanted to
see scores before voting.
"I'm just a little nervous that we could have egg on our face if the scores come out and the schools are not successful," he said
after the meeting.
Hooker, a teacher for 37 years, said he also worried about student accountability "when every test is a take-home test with an
open book."
State Rep. Lisa Brown, D-West Bloomfield, said she’s worried that the schools are expanding too quickly, asking for more time
to review the two virtual schools that opened in fall 2010.
Michigan Virtual Charter Academy, based in Grand Rapids, has more than 800 students, and Connections Academy based in
Okemos has more than 500.
“These schools are brand new and we don’t even know how good they are,” said Brown, the committee’s minority leader, after
the meeting.
“We should be making sure that our children are getting a high quality education and that kids are successful before we start
allowing more schools.”
Brown said she wanted controls in place to make sure students are attending classes and are not cheating on tests. She’s also
worried about the amount of profit earned by the companies managing the schools.
“We’re dealing with public money, and people want to see that their tax dollars directed toward public education are being spent
in the classroom and not padding some company’s bottom line or a CEO’s paycheck,” she said.
Brown offered an amendment limiting cyber school management companies to non-profit organizations.
But state Rep. Deb Shaughnessy, R-Charlotte, said it doesn’t make sense to prohibit one company from making a profit serving
schools and not others.
“Do we require that the companies we buy textbooks from be non-profits?” she asked. “You can’t take away the ability of all for-
profits to have anything to do with education.”
State Rep. Lisa Posthumus Lyons, R-Alto, said there already are accountability measures affecting charter schools, and said
the state needs to determine what it costs to provide a good education for all children, not just focus in on charters or virtual
charters.
“Of course we need to be concerned about spending, but we need to look at all sectors and not just one,” she said.
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Georgia House rejects charter schools amendment
Associated Press
By: Ray Henry



February 8, 2012
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ATLANTA (AP) — The Georgia House rejected a change to the state constitution Wednesday that would give the General
Assembly the power to create new charter schools, a rebuke for Republican leaders.

The 110-62 vote in favor of the amendment fell 10 votes short of the two-thirds majority needed to alter the state constitution. The
amendment was supposed to end the legal uncertainty created by a recent state Supreme Court ruling that found a state
commission that created a dozen charter schools was unconstitutional because it authorized the schools without the consent of
local school boards.

The ruling did not affect charter schools authorized by local officials.

Republican leaders said they will eventually take another vote on the issue. Constitutional amendments require a two-thirds vote
of approval from House and Senate lawmakers. They must also be approved by voters.

"I can assure you this — we're not done," said Republican Rep. Jan Jones, the bill sponsor and the second-highest ranking
House member.

Before the vote, Jones told lawmakers that the change to the constitution would make clear that the Legislature — and not just
local authorities — can set education policy and create schools. She said history shows charter schools perform best and grow
when local officials are not the only people who can create them.

"Georgia would have another tool to give students learning opportunities which cannot always be offered within attendance lines,"
Jones said, referring to existing school districts. "I see it as a way for the state to be able to fill in the gaps."

Many opponents said they were concerned that creating new schools would drain already scarce tax funding from existing
public schools. In a concession, Jones deleted a provision that would have allowed the state to fund the charter schools with
money that could have gone to local school districts.

Although Georgia has a formula that is supposed to set state spending on education, lawmakers have underfunded public
schools by around $1 billion dollars in recent years. Opponents of the amendment seized on that issue during an hours-long
debate on the House floor.

"When are we going to fund our traditional public schools?" said Rep. David Wilkerson, a Democrat. "When will we make that
same commitment?"

Jones and other supporters have never explained exactly how new charter schools would be funded. She promised her
colleagues on the floor that existing school districts would not suffer cuts in state funding because of new charter schools.

As a next step, Jones said she may write legislation to fund those charter schools that House lawmakers could view side-by-
side her amendment before voting on the issue again. Jones said lawmakers believe it may be possible to comply with the
Supreme Court's ruling without changing the state constitution.

Rep. Stacey Abrams, the Democratic minority leader, had opposed the bill in part because of funding questions.

"It's a math problem," Abrams said. "We don't have enough money. And every time you take from the pot, we don't put money
back in the pot. So somebody's going to lose."

The vote broke up typical party alliances.

For example, some rural Republicans opposed the measure because they were concerned it could sap funding for rural school
districts.

"I believe in local control," said Republican Rep. Jason Spencer, whose district in southeast Georgia reaches near the Florida
border. "I was concerned this would essentially shunt money from a rural system to another system."

Democratic Rep. Alisha Thomas Morgan supported the amendment even though the leaders of her party opposed it.

Morgan asked lawmakers to support charters because she said poor parents stuck with low-performing school for their children
cannot afford to move elsewhere or their children to private schools. She and her husband are involved in a charter school

"What about the kid who can't move? What about the parents who can't run against their school board to get the changes that
they need?" Morgan said.
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Adviser expects ‘a lot of questions’

State Superintendent of Education John White’s plan to overhaul the way public schools and students are evaluated is sparking
questions, concerns and some praise, officials said Wednesday.

“I know there are still a lot of questions to be answered,” said Brigitte Nieland, a vice president of the Louisiana Association of
Business and Industry and a member of a key advisory panel that reviewed White’s plan on Tuesday.

White’s proposal is aimed at reducing federal requirements on public schools in exchange for tougher, state-imposed school
standards.

The plan is in the form of a waiver request that will be submitted to the U.S. Department of Education by Feb. 21.

However, the wide-ranging list of changes sparked controversy Tuesday when White unveiled the package to the Louisiana
School and District Accountability Commission, including details on how public schools will be rated.

The commission includes educators, business representatives and parents who advise the state’s top school board.

One key part of the proposal would change the way the state assigns letter grades to about 1,500 public schools, which are
linked to school performance scores.

Under current rules, attendance and dropout rates are part of the grade for schools from kindergarten through eighth grade.

Under White’s plan, those school scores would be based solely on test scores.

Nieland questioned whether removing attendance and dropout rates from the equation will change student behavior.

“There were a lot of questions,” she said of Tuesday’s meeting. “It was a very healthy conversation.”

Commission member Stephanie Desselle generally praised White’s plan.

“What they are trying to do is really good,” Desselle said.

However, Desselle also questioned plans to remove attendance and dropout rates from the annual snapshot of school
performance, especially knowing that more than 2,000 seventh- and eighth-graders quit school year annually.

Nieland said she also has reservations about removing “plus” and “minus” from public school letter grades, which started being
issued last year.

Under current policies, schools that meet their annual growth targets get a “plus” on their grade.

Schools that drop from the previous year get a “minus.”

White said he wants to simplify the calculations.

But Nieland said the idea behind the “plus” and “minus” was to give schools incentives to improve, and won approval from the
state Board of Elementary and Secondary Education after lengthy talks.

“Now I am open to looking at all the data, trying to keep an open mind,” she said.

“But it is one of those things where there is history there and you don’t concede those kinds of battles easily,” Nieland said.

BESE President Penny Dastugue, a commission member named by Gov. Bobby Jindal, said she initially balked when she
heard that dropout and attendance rates would be removed from school performance scores.

However, she later concluded that, since dropout and attendance figures only account for 10 percent of the score, it makes
sense to link the scores only to test results.

“It has everyone focus on achievement,” she said.

Dastugue also noted that White’s plan is subject to change, including a review by BESE.

Michael Faulk, president of the Louisiana Association of School Superintendents, said he likes White’s plan to launch a new bid
to aid about 230,000 students who are performing below grade level. The state has about 700,000 public school students.

“Where we can speed up the growth is to take below-basic kids and work with them and get them up,” Faulk said.
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Study finds New Jersey teachers open to new evaluation
Associated Press
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TRENTON, N.J. (WTW) — New Jersey teachers believe the current teacher evaluation system is subjective and does not help
them do their jobs better, a study commissioned by two education reform groups concluded following an unprecedented series
of focus groups with nearly 300 teachers.

The teachers identified potential pitfalls to proposed reforms and they were leery of evaluations in which student progress would
account for half of their own grades. But they said that a new system could make them more accountable for how much
students learn, and indicated they were generally open to change.

The report was obtained Tuesday by The Associated Press as the groups behind the study began distributing it to state
legislators, other education policymakers and teachers who took part in the focus groups.

Their goal is to help influence the debate now taking place in New Jersey over efforts by Republican Gov. Chris Christie to
change the way teachers are evaluated and to overhaul the tenure system.

Joseph & Associates, a group headed by Shawn Joseph, a former teacher who started this month as schools superintendent in
Seaford, Del., compiled the report. It was commissioned by StudentsFirst and Better Education for New Jersey Kids, two
nonprofit groups that promote the sort of changes that Christie is calling for.

The report, which finds some skepticism about reforms promoted by those behind the study, relies on teachers' statements at
30 focus groups involving 293 educators held around the state last fall. Teachers who participated were granted anonymity and
given $100 gift cards. Though they were not a randomly selected group, Joseph said they included educators who are both
deeply involved in the union and those who are not.

Ten New Jersey school districts are currently trying out a new, more thorough system for rating teachers. A bill before the
Legislature would use the ratings as a major factor in determining which teachers receive or lose lifetime tenure protections and
who would be the first to go in the case of layoffs.

The report quotes one teacher as saying the new rating system would ensure an evaluation is focused more on students and
less on whether administrators "like me."

But teachers who took part in the focus groups also had concerns that a new system would rely too heavily on standardized test
results, that evaluations from time-crunched principals could be "phony," and that a new system would not account for students
slipping in school because of factors outside a school's control, such as a divorce or death in the family.

Public schools in New Jersey generally rank among the best in the nation as measured by the standardized tests that experts
say can be used to compare education systems. But a wide gap remains between the performance of students in low-income
cities and the rest of the state.

Christie says one way to reduce the gap would be to change tenure laws and other policies to make it easier keep the best
teachers and oust the worst ones. To do that, he says, more useful evaluations are essential.

Christie says the current tenure law is the reason that from 2001 to 2010, only 25 tenured teachers statewide were found to be
inefficient and only 17 of them were fired over it.

Some union and school officials say many more teachers are ushered out without formal charges. The New Jersey Education
Association, the state's largest teachers union, says that about 40 percent of starting teachers don't begin their fourth year in
the same district — and do not receive tenure protections.

Currently, state law calls for tenured teachers to be observed teaching only once per year. There's no statewide standard
evaluation form, and many districts rate their educators based only or largely on those classroom visits, giving marks of either
"satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory."

The report finds deep and nearly universal discontent with that system.

Among the criticism: It's too subjective and does not result in enough feedback for teachers from their bosses. And when it
does, the teachers said, the feedback isn't always meaningful.



But there was less unanimity when it came to what would be a better way of evaluating teachers.

In the system being tested this year, teachers would have to be given one of four ratings, ranging from ineffective to highly
effective. Half their evaluations would be based on classroom observations. The other half would be based on how much their
students show they're learning — including standardized tests.

Some teachers in the focus groups liked the ideas behind the new system.

"I think the positive is that it puts the students back as the center of the focus," one said.

But the teachers expressed concern about how their principals could handle more time in classrooms and that standardized
tests would be overused. One said that test scores "will unfairly penalize those from a school district with socioeconomic
challenges when compared to suburban districts that have better economic situations."
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